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ALTERNATE BLOCK FIVE

NOTE THE FOLLOWING CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS
on the block diagrams.

ALTERNATE BLOCK SIX

Frames Quilt

Square up to 4” x 7”

7
2-1/2” x 15-1/2”

Make four half square
units for the corners
from 3-3/8” squares.

ALTERNATE BLOCK TEN

ALTERNATE BLOCK SEVEN

2-1/2” x 15-1/2”

10

Square up to 15-1/2" x 19-1/2"
As for the discrepancies between the blocks shown and the quilt pictured, let me explain.....
I first made the Frames quilt shown for my son. When I remade it with the Vintage Homestead fabric (as shown for the Vintage
Sampler), I modified several of the blocks in order to get the mose use of the panel print. However, given the amount of space
it took to write the instructions for the sampler quilt, I decided to combine the two quilts into one set of instructions. In so
doing, I had to modify measurements and sizes of some of the blocks in the Frames quilt to match the measurements in the
other. Follow me? In doing so, there are some differences between the blocks / measurements shown in the book and the
finished quilt pictured.
Some of these are:
there are only 8 blocks in the Frames quilt shown but 10 blocks in the instructions.
the number of strips surrounding each block.
the spacing between the blocks.
the overall finished size.
In addition, no diagram is included for Block 5. This is because it is constructed in the exact same way as in the Vintage Sampler.
I tried to explain this in the little paragraph under the title of the quilt on page 31, but now realize that I also should have put a
note about it with all the block diagrams.
Bottom line is, your quilt will look a bit different than the one shown.
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